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About This Game

Ludu (« ash » in breton) is a free adventure game created with RPG Maker 2003.

You play a character living peacefully in his small house and, when he leaves home, discovers a shadow of himself and tries to
follow it.

You progress through the game by solving riddles, and discover what is this strange shadow you see constantly.

Ludu won the "Bronze Alex" at the Alex d'Or 2013, and the award "Best Level-design" !
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Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Léo-Games
Publisher:
Léo-Games
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If you never had Beat Hazard 1, you may get Beat Hazard 2 now, it's totally playable, and this is why it's 'thumbs up'. Otherwise,
avoid. As for myself, I have refunded.

Main reason is that it's simply feels like an update with a minor addon. It does what the first game does, plus more music
sources and slightly different enemies, which is all great. But other than that, I'm not impressed, it's the same game.

And a few minor issues:
1. Doesn't see my F310 gamepad unless set to 'D' mode. And on top of that, it asks to calibrate immediately!
2. Doesn't support Ultra-Wide resolution. The menu works fine, but the game itself is 'cut'.. make this game work with oculus
rift. Quite a fun little time consuming game. For a cheap price, I can recommend it. It will give you some hours of
entertainment. Addictive, more a IOS game than a PC game. Well made with story.. Great Idea And Concept, The Reason I did
not recommend this game is beacause since its new, not many people are playing the game and its only based of a multiplayer
game mode. I have not even been in one single match with online players cause of the lack of the community of this game. If
they did add a more "fun" campain mode i would recommend this game more. All im trying to say now is that dont buy this
game now. Wait for like 2-3 months when the game gets more popular with players.. the game is good, but is not as good as
super meat boy but uses the same mechanics. if you cant get enough of super meat boy and get this game for a good price you
can try it. but for the 15€, i would prefer super meat boy.
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This is a great point and click / hidden object adventure. The storyline is intriguing and the puzzles are largely intuitive although
do take a bit of thought. The hidden object scenes are very challenging and so make for a great experience for those who have
played a lot of these games. The story eventually still leaves you with unanswered questions, but all in all a very good 4 hour
game.. With each volume the Friendsims dig deeper into alternia's lore, the narrative becomes more itneresting, more of its
darkness is touched, and more and more questions are asked about the individual whom we are experiencing this series through.
And the question of whether or not this is as loosely canonical to the main game becomes ever harder to answer. Along with
how the bleeding hell has the cullbait sunova \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 survived this world XD. First off: This is not a
Metroidvania game. If you go in expecting one you will be sorely disappointed as the game is much too linear for that.

What it is instead is a throwback to the 2d action adventures of the 90's like Flashback and Blackthorne with a focus on story
and shooting. And as that I think the game succeeds. Recommended!. Trash Gang game.
Dont buy this game.. Installed the game got a message unable to connect to remote server ? Is the game still running any more ?.
Together with the Mercedes Citaro Pack, this MAN CNG DLC is unnecesary but in the same time essential for a better
experience with the game.. Really well made space simulation. Trade, Transport, Research are all up for grabs. Incredible flight
controls, manual docking is a real treat too.

8\\10. I don't get all of the bad reviews... People are just♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥because the game does not feature online multiplayer
gameplay. There is, however, local mulitplayer feature.
It's good for people who don't really care about multiplayer or who are trying to teach their kids a game they grew up with..
Having been a Zulu fan for past 30 years, I cannot tell you how excited I was to play this game but after 30 minutes I turned it
off and dumped the shortcut in the recycle bin.
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